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Reports:
A New Website for CBI

Over the past year, we have reflected on 

the challenges facing our society, our 

vision for the future, and the contribu-

tions we can make to advance progress 

on social, environmental, and economic 

issues. We’ve also spent significant time 

examining what we’ve learned and how 

we can share it more effectively.  The 

outcome of these reflections is present-

ed in our new website: cbi.org. 

In this moment of discontent with tradition-

al approaches to public decision making, 

we want to be a voice and a force for col-

laboration across lines of polarization. On 

our website, we state a bold vision: a world 

in which the most difficult challenges are 

solved through collaboration. 

We remain committed to helping diverse 

stakeholders reach agreements on tough 

issues. Today, we are equally engaged in 

building and strengthening ongoing part-

nerships. Our new tagline -- Catalyzing Collaboration -- emphasiz-

es our commitment to making collaboration an ongoing practice. 

We know collaboration can work to address many of the most 

difficult public issues we face, from reimagining the future of U.S. 

education to adapting to sea level rise. 

Our website aims to help you understand our work on a range 

of topics. We have sharpened our Areas of Expertise to make 

it clearer where we have the deepest experience and insights 

to offer. Notably, we have added Coasts and Oceans, Climate, 

Agriculture and Commodities, Economic and Social Policy, and 

Peacebuilding (as part of Global Development and Peacebuilding) 

as distinctive areas where we have expertise in facilitating col-

laboration and building collaboration capability. 

In each area, we support collaboration in several different ways: 

Facilitation and Mediation, Collaboration Capability Building, and 

Organizational Strategy and Development. We are now naming 

a new service: Citizen Engagement. Over the past two decades, 

we have pioneered innovative ways to bring citizens together 

with policymakers and other leaders for productive dialogue. By 

explicitly naming this service, we acknowledge the growing chal-

lenge of constructively engaging citizens on difficult public issues, 

and we share what we have learned about crafting real opportuni-

ties for meaningful citizen participation. 

David Fairman
Managing Director

Patrick Field
Managing Director As we work with organizations, governments, multilateral agen-

cies, and the private sector throughout the U.S. and the world, we 

continue to make it a high priority to share our insights and learn-

ings with others. Our new site has more than 80 comprehensive 

case studies drawn from our full range of areas of expertise, illus-

trating not only CBI’s contributions, but also the remarkable work 

of stakeholders to achieve consensus and sustain collaboration 

to bridge political, economic, and social divides. The site also has 

a Resources section, with more than 200 articles, books, blogs, 

podcasts, and videos that draw upon CBI’s 25 years of work on 

thousands of collaboration and conflict resolution issues. 
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A New Website for CBI: Not just a pretty interface continued

At the heart of our work is a remarkable team dedicated to help-

ing leaders and citizens collaborate to make progress on complex 

public challenges. We now have 30 staff members working in our 

U.S. offices (Cambridge, Washington DC, New York, San Fran-

cisco, and Denver), and in Chile and Canada. Internationally, we 

have a Global Network of 25 outstanding scholars and practitio-

ners that support our work in countries throughout the world, 

and support each other as a community of practice. Our overall 

work is guided by a Board comprised of both leading academics 

and practitioners in the fields of negotiation, conflict resolution, 

and collaboration, and leaders with backgrounds in government, 

civil society, and the private sector who are deeply invested in 

collaborative approaches. 

We encourage you to share the website and give us your feed-

back. We invite you to reflect, explore, and work with us. Togeth-

er, we can catalyze collaboration to solve our toughest problems.

-David and Pat
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MassMoves – Engaging the public in a visioning process for the state’s 
transportation system

Patrick Field
Managing Director

As part of the Massachusetts Senate’s 

spring 2017 Commonweath Conversa-

tions listening tour around the state, 

CBI led, designed, and staffed Mass-

Moves, a series of nine workshops to 

hear from citizens across the Common-

wealth about their values and goals for 

a 21st century vision for the Common-

wealth’s transportation system.  These 

workshops, attended by more than a third 

of the state’s senators, generated input 

from more than 700 residents across the state. Key findings from 

these engagements were presented to the Senate in June to help 

inform decision-making on future transportation priorities. CBI 

worked in partnership with Raab Associates and Trimount Con-

sulting to conduct this work. 

Michael J. Brown joins the CBI team as 
a Senior Mediator and Director of CBI’s 
new Canada Practice. As a mediator and 
attorney, Michael brings more than 25 
years of experience regarding land and 
natural resource disputes, mediation, 
and community grievances. Michael is a 
regular consulting advisor to the United 

Nations (UN) on natural resource and land conflicts, mediation, 
indigenous peoples, and peacebuilding. He was the UN’s Senior 
Mediation Expert on Land and Natural Resource Conflicts for 
the Department of Political Affairs’ (DPA) Standby Mediation 
Team, and a Senior Expert on Natural Resources, Environmental 
Diplomacy, and Mediation for the UN Environment Programme 
(UNEP). He has held leadership and senior advisory positions 
with the UN Development Programme (UNDP), UN DPA, the 
World Bank, and UN peace missions. He is also Professor of 
Practice in Conflict Mediation at McGill University’s Institute for 
the Study of International Development. Michael speaks English, 
French, and Spanish fluently.

Improving the Massachusetts’ transportation system is a com-

plex and expensive challenge to take on. Surveys show that the 

state does not currently have the transportation infrastructure to 

support its economy or economic growth over the long haul. The 

economy of Massachusetts was recently ranked #1 among states 

by U.S. News and World Report, but its transportation infrastruc-

ture ranked 45th. 

To determine how best to tackle these issues, CBI and its 

partners, in close consultation ith the Senate President’s office, 

designed and facilitated nine highly-interactive workshops with 

citizens in different locations across the state, a workshop with 

business leaders, and an online poll. This transportation visioning 

series, dubbed MassMoves, was funded by the Barr Foundation, 

which seeks to advance new solutions for transportation and 

development as part of its Mobility Program. 

Continued on next page
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MassMoves -- Engaging the public in a visioning process for the state’s transportation system: continued

The process posed several challenges:  1) how to get some 30 

senators to nine meetings across the state amidst very busy 

schedules and multiple priorities 2) how to give voice to the val-

ues and goals of citizens outside of the Boston metropolitan area 

3) how to succinctly provide an overview of complex transporta-

tion needs and funding 4) how to facilitate quality deliberation 

among senators and citizens in a brief amount of time, and 5) 

how to ensure that the process produced useful, pointed feed-

back to inform state-wide policy.  

To tackle these issues, CBI employed a number of tools.  The 

team created an advisory committee of transportation experts 

across the state to provide guidance on meeting format, presen-

tations, and process.  An overview of transportation in Massachu-

setts was developed with the aid of former Secretary of Trans-

portation James Aloisi, partner on this project from  Trimount 

Consulting.  CBI and partners posed key questions for small 

group discussion and then used keypad polling to elicit respons-

es.  For the keypad polling, the team developed and tested values, 

principles, and options with the advisory group to ensure that 

they would yield clear responses from participants.  The work-

shops also incorporated open-ended questions, brainstorming on 

flip charts, and dot polling for regional considerations.  And lastly, 

the team asked for and received more than 350 ideas for a com-

pelling, overarching vision statement for the Commonwealth’s 

transportation future.

MassMoves found that participants across the Commonwealth 

share many of the same transportation values. These values are 

driven first and foremost by economic growth: connecting people 

to work and school, and making public transit affordable to those 

who need it most. Other values, from convenience to combating 

climate change, also garnered broad support. Across the state, 

even outside the MBTA service area, improving public transpor-

tation (trains and buses) was seen as a preferred approach for 

realizing these values. Participants also drew a direct relation-

ship between transportation and land use, favoring development 

around transit hubs and where people can readily ride, walk, and 

bike. The specific rail and bus projects that garnered the most 

support varied by region, but overall the desire for a system that 

better connects citizens within and across regions came through 

loud and clear. 

CBI believes that public engagement should be a critical compo-

nent of the policymaking process. With MassMoves, CBI aimed to 

partner with the Senate to identify citizens’ shared values, goals, 

priorities, and general recommendations to empower legislators 

to consider and craft legislation that better serves their constitu-

ents. MassMoves’ key findings underscore participants’ strong 

desire for elected officials to prioritize improving the public 

transportation system statewide, with an eye towards promoting 

long-term economic growth and equity, even if these improve-

ments require new revenue sources. 

MassMoves workshop and survey results were publically released 

in September 2017. Read CBI’s executive summary and full-

length report at massmoves.org.
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Oil, gas, and minerals are the lifeblood 

of the global economy. A complex web 

of transactions, from exploration, to 

processing, to final use, connects the 

most remote communities with centers 

of industry and technological innova-

tion.  Yet the wealth generated from 

these natural resources often accrues to 

the few who control the levers of power 

in resource-rich countries. In a phenom-

enon called the “resource curse,” natural 

capital crowds out other economic sectors, sharpening social 

cleavages and degrading the environment instead of contribut-

ing to sustainable development. While many factors are at play, 

the combination of vast sums of money and weak governance 

presents fertile ground for corruption. Lack of transparency is a 

critical problem for citizens and advocacy groups who want to 

understand how much revenue is generated and how taxes and 

royalties are being invested on behalf of the country. 

The global Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) 

was established in the early 2000s to promote high standards of 

accountability in the extractive industry, making transparency 

about the money that companies are paying to governments a 

global norm. In recent years, the number of countries committed 

to implementation has grown to 51, with member states spanning 

every continent, and the EITI Standard has become more exact-

ing. As EITI ratchets up its level of ambition, the national EITI 

implementing structures have taken on more responsibility to 

translate the requirements of the EITI’s global Standard into their 

national contexts. 

While member state contexts vary enormously, some common 

challenges emerge in EITI implementation. To ensure the initia-

tive continues to advance with wide support, the International 

EITI Board, the apex governing body, must grapple with these 

challenges. Each stakeholder group thus needs to find effective 

and inclusive ways to mobilize its many members and channel 

their varied concerns and ideas to the EITI Board. Implementing 

countries are geographically dispersed and differ across extrac-

tive industry profile, language, and culture, making coordination 

difficult. 

In December 2015, the EITI reached out to CBI to help strengthen 

coordination among the government representatives leading their 

respective national EITI processes. With financial support from 

the U.S. government in 2016 and the World Bank in 2017, CBI has 

worked to improve collaboration and information-sharing. The 

ultimate objective is for implementing countries to consistently 

help the EITI Board calibrate its policy-setting and oversight 

activities to meet their diverse needs. 

The effort involves helping a loose network of government 

officials self-organize into a working coalition that, while not 

beholden to consensus rules, can effectively articulate a range of 

interests and proposals on priority issues of common concern to 

the Board and each other. It also seeks to leverage members’ vast 

experiences for mutual benefit by encouraging peer exchange. 

Continued on next page
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CBI Works with EITI Implementing Countries to Strengthen Multi-Stake-
holder Collaboration

Michele Ferenz
Senior Mediator



CBI Works with EITI Implementing Countries to Strengthen Multi-stakeholder Collaboration: continued

Key milestones resulting from this effort include:

•         The development of Guidelines for Internal Coordina-

tion and Information-Sharing, approved by the Imple-

menting Country Sub-Constituency (comprised of repre-

sentatives from the 51 implementing countries) in 2016 in 

Peru. These guidelines spell out a new way of understand-

ing the relationship between the country representatives 

and the Board members they elect, building towards a 

more representative system. The guidelines outline a set 

of principles and practices on how to predictably conduct 

consultations on priority issues of great concern across 

most implementing countries. 

•          The creation of a dedicated interactive web portal for 

EITI implementing countries, which features training 

and dialogue opportunities as well as spaces for facili-

tated discussions on matters before the Board. In the fall 

of 2017, the portal was presented at regional workshops 

co-organized by the EITI international Secretariat and the 

World Bank in the Philippines, and Zambia and Cameroon 

respectively.

•   Facilitation of consultations among participants in na-

tional processes on what works and doesn’t work in the 

management of multi-stakeholder governance. Tripar-

tite governance by government, industry, and civil society 

is at the very core of the EITI approach. Making this kind 

of multi-stakeholder governance work in resource-con-

strained and politically-difficult environments is challeng-

ing. CBI facilitated a series of lively dialogues on managing 

multi-stakeholder groups at the national level, the key 

messages from which were fed into Board proceedings.

The long-term objective is to instill protocols and practices, sup-

ported by appropriate communications tools, that link EITI imple-

menting countries and strengthen their voice in, and ownership 

of, EITI. To date, CBI’s support has generated a clear framework 

for self-governance of implementing countries; joint recommen-

dations from national EITI stakeholders to the EITI Board on key 

issues; training that enhanced facilitation capacity for national 

coordinators and other senior government officials; and the 

opportunity to utilize a tailored data portal for information and 

connection across implementing countries.

Tania L. Carlone joins the CBI team as a Senior 

Associate, based in the San Francisco Bay Area. 

Tania brings more than 20 years’ experience 

in facilitation, community organizing, orga-

nizational leadership, and education. Prior to 

joining CBI, Tania was a Senior Mediator at the 

Center for Collaborative Policy. She has held 

leadership positions in nonprofit organizations in the United States 

and in Latin America, was an educator and program director of an 

integrated high school Humanities program, and served as a Peace 

Corps Volunteer and trainer in the Russian Federation. She holds a 

master’s degree in education and organizational leadership and a 

B.A. in political science with emphases in public administration and 

peace and conflict studies from the University of San Francisco.

Sofia Soto Reyes joins the CBI team as a Junior 

Associate in the Washington, D.C. office. In her 

role, she conducts research and contributes 

to project design and development in several 

of CBI’s practice areas, with her work mostly 

focused on natural resources and the environ-

ment. Most recently, Sofia was researching 

the role of natural resources in post-conflict peacebuilding at the 

Environmental Law Institute, and prior to this spearheaded the in-

ception of an environmental education initiative at World Resources 

Institute. Sofia holds a B.A. in Environmental Policy from Barnard 

College of Columbia University. Sofia is a native Spanish speaker.

Maggie Osthues joins the CBI team as a Project 

Support Coordinator. Prior to joining CBI, Mag-

gie worked at the Barbara Lee Family Founda-

tion providing administrative and logistical 

support to the Executive Director and program 

team. Maggie has also worked as a legal intern 

in the U.S. Attorney’s Office in Boston, where 

she assisted the Economic Crimes Unit and the Healthcare Fraud 

Unit in trial preparations. She holds a Bachelor’s degree in Political 

Science and International Affairs from Northeastern University.
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CBI Promotions
Gina Bartlett is now CBI West Director, leading strategy and staffing 

across our work in the U.S. West. Congratulations to Gina!

CBI New Faces - U.S.



>> Supporting stakeholders in advancing progress toward 

New York State’s 2030 renewable energy goal 

Senior Mediator Catherine Morris, with support from Junior As-

sociate Osamu Kumasaka, designed and facilitated a 12-month 

dialogue among the 23 members of the Renewables on the 

Ground Roundtable, a group brought together by The Nature 

Conservancy and the Alliance for Clean Energy New York to help 

the state meet new renewable energy targets. By 2030, New 

York’s electricity consumers are expected to obtain 50 percent 

of their power from renewable sources, doubling the amount of 

renewable generation over 13 years. Participants worked together 

to: improve state permitting and siting processes for renewable 

projects and clean energy transmission, rationalize a system for 

negotiating property taxes acceptable to both developers and 

local authorities, preserve productive agricultural land, provide 

resources to local governments so they can be effective partners, 

and identify opportunities to advance environmental justice. The 

Roundtable’s final report was published this fall.

>> Bringing clarity to a Clean Water Act permitting process

Under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA), the U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers (ACE) is authorized to oversee permitting 

related to dredging and filling 

of wetlands. To help with the 

management of this permit-

ting process, the EPA con-

vened the Assumable Waters 

Subcommittee. Over the past 

18 months, CBI Managing Di-

rector Pat Field has designed 

and facilitated a process among the 22 members of the subcom-

mittee to advise the National Advisory Council for Environmental 

Policy and Technology on whether states or tribes can assume 

Section 404 permitting authority from ACE and develop recom-

mendations regarding waters in their jurisdictions. The subcom-

mittee worked together collaboratively to address a complex set 

of issues across wetlands that differ by context and geography. 

The subcommittee reached consensus on two final options for 

determining when states and tribes could take over permitting, 

which they included in their report. This report  was written by an 

editorial committee of the group and released in June 2017.

>> Employing Human Ecology Mapping to develop Browns 

Canyon Monument management plan After President Obama 

conferred National Monument status on Browns Canyon in 

Colorado, the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) and Bureau of Land 

Management, which jointly manage the canyon, engaged CBI’s 

Senior Mediator Gina Bartlett 

to identify stakeholders and 

assess the public’s values, in-

terests, and concerns related 

to the national monument. 

As part of the identification 

process, CBI used software 

to create a visual network 

map of stakeholders by geography and interest group. Senior 

Associate Ryan Golten and Associate Julia Golomb facilitated 

listening sessions in which the USFS Pacific Northwest Research 

Station and the University of Colorado, Colorado Springs, used a 

method called Human Ecology Mapping, linking social and spatial 

data to inform planning and decision-making. CBI co-authored 

a report on the assessment and crafted best practices to blend 

the stakeholder situation assessment with the Human Ecology 

Mapping process. The data will inform development of a national 

monument management plan, and the agencies hope to use this 

approach for future planning processes.

>> Protecting tribal wetlands in the Rocky Mountains and arid 

Southwest 

In October, Senior Mediator Doug Thompson and Lucy Moore, of 

Lucy Moore Associates, with support from Project Support Coor-

dinator Dory Dinoto, facilitated a workshop designed to explore 

options for protecting wetlands and other aquatic resources in In-

dian Country. Seventy-two representatives from 45 tribes in the 

arid Southwest and Rocky Mountain regions, federal and state 
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government staff, and other stakeholders attended the work-

shop. In addition to information sharing, this workshop sought 

to explore interest in and the feasibility of increased intertribal 

cooperation aimed at increasing the efficiency and effectiveness 

of aquatic resource protection. The group generated several pos-

sibilities of how they might collaborate to address tribal needs, 

including joint grant applications, multi-tribal efforts to control 

invasive species, and establishing cross-training programs.

>> Reimagining LA County’s transportation future 

Senior Mediator Gina Bartlett facilitated three workshops with 16 

executives of the LA County Transportation Agency focusing on 

the agency’s strategic future for the next 10 years. California’s 

Los Angeles County faces unprecedented population growth, 

as well as housing and transportation challenges. More than 9.6 

million people—nearly one-third of the state’s residents—live, 

work, and play within the Los 

Angeles County Metropolitan 

Transportation Authority’s 

1,433-square-mile service 

area. Metro’s Office of 

Extraordinary Innovation is 

working with the Board of Di-

rectors, staff, and the larger 

community to define goals and identify opportunities to ensure 

that Metro adapts to the changing needs of LA County residents. 

>> Applying Silicon Valley innovation to industry automation 

Senior Associate Toby Berkman recently facilitated SUMMIT.

AHEAD., a gathering of innovative “policy entrepreneurs” aimed 

at exploring how combining policies, technology, and human 

capital can generate new opportunities for the workforce of the 

future. Convened by the nonprofit Forum280, for whom Manag-

ing Director David Fairman is an advisor, this workshop sought 

to leverage Silicon Valley know-how to generate solutions to the 

challenges created by worker disenfranchisement and automa-

tion. CBI was asked to design and facilitate an agenda that would 

catalyze creative thinking, 

and result in actionable 

project ideas to help work-

ers vulnerable to automation 

develop viable skills in the 

new economy. At the close of 

the two-day workshop, par-

ticipants pledged to pursue 

two initiatives. The first was “Rolling Education,” an audio-based 

continuing education curriculum for truckers, which will create 

targeted, audio-based learning and skill-building opportunities for 

truckers to listen to while on the road. The second, “Your Future 

Roadshow,” will be a traveling technology road show designed to 

inspire youth in marginalized communities and expose them to 

the newest technologies, jobs, and skill-building opportunities.

 

>> Working to develop a better U.S. budget process  

Over the past year, CBI’s partner Convergence and CBI Managing 

Director Pat Field have been working with stakeholders from a 

range of sectors to design a new federal budgeting process that 

will help the country move beyond the stalemates it is experienc-

ing. The group’s discussions built upon a series of roundtable 

meetings that took place in 2016 and surfaced a range of ten-

sions, such as balancing the investments needed for the future 

against spending on current needs and how to provide security 

to older Americans, yet also 

invest in the next generation. 

The dialogue over the past 

year has been productive and 

action-oriented. The group 

presented its consensus rec-

ommendations at a Hewlett 

Foundation funded event on 

the Hill in February 2018. The final report can be found here. 
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>> Creating a strategy to accelerate the movement for 

learner-centered education in the U.S. 

Education Reimagined is a national, multi-stakeholder initiative 

to transform public education in the U.S. from school- to learner-

centered. For the past four years, CBI Managing Director David 

Fairman has facilitated the work of Education Reimagined’s 

national Advisory Board and other education leaders and learners 

to articulate the learner-centered paradigm, ground it in practice, 

and expand public and policymaker understanding and demand 

for this transformative ap-

proach. Over the past several 

months, the Education Rei-

magined team has developed 

a three-year strategy cen-

tered on a national “year of 

learning” in 2019. Across the 

country, Education Reimag-

ined and a network of partner 

organizations will convene and facilitate more than 500 com-

munity dialogues on learner-centered education with educators, 

parents, learners, business, and local government. If successful, 

these dialogues will begin to shift both the local and national 

conversation about the future of education in the U.S., and enroll 

hundreds of communities in the movement for learner-centered 

education. CBI will support the design and implementation of the 

year of learning.

>> Launching Climigration.org to advance community engage-

ment on adaptation strategies 

Recently, CBI’s Senior Associate Carri Hulet, Senior Media-

tor Bennett Brooks, and Junior Associate Osamu Kumasaka 

launched climigration.org. In the face of sea level rise, ongoing 

subsidence, and more frequent and possibly stronger storms, 

this website was developed to serve as a hub for stakeholders 

to discuss common challenges and share innovative ideas that 

make it possible for communities to consider adaptation strate-

gies, including the possibility of managed coastal retreat (relo-

cating away from coasts and shorelines). Many of the concepts 

presented on the site have been generated by the CBI-hosted 

Climigration Network, a coalition of individuals from a variety 

of disciplines who are committed to helping communities and 

policymakers think proactively about managed retreat, along with 

other adaptation options. Dedicated to enabling a difficult, yet 

important conversation about how to move forward, the platform 

currently hosts a webinar series, generates original blog content, 

and produces a regular news digest. The Lincoln Institute of Land 

Policy has been a critical partner in this work. To join the conver-

sation, click here.

>> Accelerating development of mini grids to increase access 

to electricity in Asia and Africa 

The World Bank, one of 17 development partners of the Energy 

Sector Management Assistance Program, asked CBI to help 

design and facilitate three Mini Grid Action Learning Events in 

Asia and Africa. The 5-day Action Learning Events facilitated by 

Senior Mediator Catherine Morris provided a forum for exploring 

challenges that have made universal energy access daunting. 

Representatives from national governments, public and private 

utilities, mini grid developers, and multi-lateral development 

funders and foundations came together to better understand the 

interventions needed to rapidly scale up mini grid development 

in rural areas. Among the topics addressed were: how to create 

workable regulations, find a 

balance between affordable 

tariffs and subsidies, build 

better local capacity and 

financing options, and share 

innovative ways to support 

demand for electricity. Learn-

ing events have taken place in 

Kenya, Nigeria, and Myanmar.
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>> Supporting Chile’s transition to a sustainable, low-carbon 

economy 

In early 2017, Chile established a new Sustainability and Climate 

Change Agency to help the country accelerate its transition to 

a more sustainable, low-carbon and climate-resilient economy. 

The Agency asked CBI to guide a participatory process that 

would give the new organization a strategic focus and strong 

footing in its initial years. 

CBI’s Latin America Director 

David Plumb and a team of 

Chilean associates convened 

a multi-stakeholder Advisory 

Committee and also led con-

versations with key actors in 

eight priority sectors of the 

economy. The process culminated in a recommended vision and 

core strategies for the Agency, as well as more specific ideas in 

the eight sectors. The Agency is breaking new ground in orienting 

its work towards public-private partnerships and dialogue pro-

cesses that complement the country’s evolving regulation. The 

Agency also seeks to coordinate government entities that focus 

on business development and sustainability, to break down cur-

rent silos and to orient the government’s development initiatives 

toward its commitments under the Paris Climate Agreement and 

the UN Sustainable Development Goals. 

>> Rethinking social protection in Malaysia 

Malaysia has made remarkable progress towards poverty reduc-

tion over the past decades, but its future is less certain. While de-

mographics and labor markets are shifting dramatically, cultural 

norms still assume the individual and the extended family will 

provide care in case of a health or employment crisis, and more 

than a third of workers are informal. Few Malaysians have enough 

savings for retirement. The Malaysian government is at an early 

stage of creating the institutional framework for a strengthened, 

life-cycle based Social Protection system, consolidating and 

expanding a fragmented set of programs providing basic income, 

health care, unemployment, disability and pension coverage. In 

September 2017, CBI Managing Director David Fairman, Senior 

Mediator Michele Ferenz, and Senior Associate Toby Berkman, 

in partnership with the UN System Staff College, designed and 

facilitated a workshop for more than two dozen government 

stakeholders to help build a common understanding of chang-

ing social protection needs in the country and explore options, 

opportunities and challenges in strengthening provision. Further 

training and stakeholder engagement work is planned for 2018.

>>  Building stakeholder engagement and conflict manage-

ment capacity for the largest palm oil producer in Peru 

With the rise of global 

palm oil demand, Peruvian 

production is expanding 

into the Amazon at a rapid 

rate – faster than any other 

food commodity. In its wake 

are significant deforestation 

pressures and land tenure 

conflicts, as well as other social impacts. In partnership with The 

Forest Trust (TFT), CBI’s Director of Corporate-Community En-

gagement Practice, Merrick Hoben, developed a series of tailored 

capacity building workshops in stakeholder engagement and 

conflict resolution for the largest producer in the Andean region, 

Grupo Palmas (GP). Via joint planning and design with TFT, CBI 

efficiently paired high-level senior management coaching on 

GP’s vision for market sustainability with on-the-ground capacity 

building aimed at community-facing staff regarding their specific 

ground-level challenges, with direct field testing.  Ultimately, from 

December-January (2017-2018), CBI was able to successfully tai-

lor and deliver its Mutual Gains Approach to Community Engage-

ment to the unique context of GP’s Peruvian operations. In the 

weeks and months ahead, TFT and CBI will go further by applying 

shared learning to ongoing work in Peru and the Andean region at 

large.  CBI will also produce short video segments (based on film 

from the field) that show the value and impact of this hands-on 

approach to building excellence in social engagement – for both 

companies and communities.
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